
 
 
 

Sustainability Manager  
 

Contract type: Fixed Term to 31 October 2023 
Location: Glasgow office-based with some travel within the UK. 

Salary:  Grade G (From £36,675) 
 

OUR STORY SO FAR 
 
The Union Cycliste Internationale (UCI), the international federation for cycling, currently stages 

annual individual world championship events in each of its cycling disciplines (from Road and BMX 

Racing to Urban and Para Track Cycling) in different host cities around the world. 

In 2023, the inaugural UCI Cycling World Championships (‘2023 UCI Cycling Worlds’) will bring 

together 13 UCI world championships from 7 different cycling disciplines in one unprecedented 

event for the first time ever, which will see thousands of the world’s best able bodied and para 

cyclists vying to be crowned world champion and win the prestigious ‘rainbow jersey’. The 2023 

UCI Cycling Worlds is set to be the biggest cycling event ever to take place. 

The event was secured through a strong partnership between VisitScotland’s Events Directorate, 

the Scottish Government, Glasgow City Council, UK Sport and British Cycling. The event will be 

funded principally by Scottish Government, Glasgow City Council and UK Sport, as well as 

commercial and ticketing revenues.  

Scotland will become the cycling capital of the world, with images broadcast worldwide, 

showcasing the region to all corners of the globe; the tens of thousands of visitors will boost 

tourism. The event presents significant size, scale and complexity, and will be one of the biggest 

international sporting events to be hosted in the UK in the coming years. Set to be held over two 

weeks in August 2023, the new combined world championships will be staged every four years 

thereafter in the summer prior to each Olympic Games year.  

 

BACKGROUND TO THE ROLE 
 
We seek a Sustainability Manager to work across our event delivery model with internal staff and 
external contractors (and supply chain) to lead and support the implementation and monitoring of 
our Environmental Sustainability and Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) objectives and actions 
of the event. 
 
Working to our organisational processes and procedures, the sustainability Coordinator/Manager 
is employed by 2023 Cycling World Championships Ltd. in a fixed-term position. This is an 
opportunity to be part of a policy-led project, promoting positive behavioural change in cycling. The 
project also aims to enhance, on a global scale, Scotland’s reputation as the perfect stage for 
events. 
 
Reporting to the Policy Impact Projects Manager, you will work across the organisation to 
champion, promote and ensure adherence where possible to 2023 Cycling Worlds Sustainability 
and EDI Frameworks as part of delivering this inaugural event. Delivery of the championships is 
through a ‘hub and spoke’ model with six championships being delivered by contracted, specialist 



event delivery partners (Spokes) and all other championships will be delivered by Glasgow.  As 
such as the post holder will be required to work closely with Glasgow, the Spokes, venues and all 
associated supply chain.  
 

In this role you will be responsible for ensuring each delivery partner establishes a specific action 
plan with associated targets for Environmental Sustainability and EDI and reports progress as 
required. You will be supported by additional expert resource via contracted Sustainability and 
EDI consultants. In addition, working groups have already been established for each subject 
areas with expertise from government and partner organisations.  
 
Ensuring the operational delivery of the Sustainability and Inclusion frameworks will help to 
create a blueprint for the future. You will also be required to ensure effective communication 
internally and externally with stakeholders. 
 
WHAT IS THE JOB? 
 
The main tasks of the role are to: 

• Be responsible for overseeing our sustainability framework and developing plans and 
actions to achieve this important strategic objective.  

• The role requires advocacy and coordination across all internal functional areas and 
working with external partners and contractors to champion this work and ensure its 
embedded through key milestones and KPIs. 

• Track, record, calculate the event’s carbon footprint by maintaining documentation 

and establishing processes and procedures conforming (where relevant) to the ISO 

20121:2012 Event Sustainability standard.   

• Establish an internal monitoring system to track overall progress and report on a 
monthly and quarterly basis, identifying issues and risks to the programme. 

• Proactively collaborate with delivery partners to provide them with support, expertise 
and guidance to help them integrate and embed environmental and inclusion within 
their organisations and event operations. 

• Manage and co-ordinate a Sustainability expert working group across delivery 

partners to provide support, share expertise and champion best practice. 

• Consolidate resources to ensure sufficient competencies and awareness throughout 

the event’s value chain. 

• Collaborate with 2023 Cycling Worlds MarComms team on sustainability 

communications planning and content opportunities.  

• Support 2023 Cycling Worlds Procurement team to analyse information and data from 

suppliers to check compliance with the Championships Sustainable Procurement 

Code. 

• Lead and/ or contribute to other projects related to the event’s sustainability 
framework as required. 

• Provide the organisation with a point of contact for internal and external queries and 
advice on environmental sustainability and equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI).  

• Stay informed of emerging trends and best practices, track and analyse trends in 
sustainability, inclusion and in both event and cycling industries. 

• Support provision of education and training opportunities for Spokes and delivery 
partners in partnership with providers such as Sustainable Procurement Ltd.   

• Produce and deliver relevant reports, actions and presentations for working groups, 
partners and Board, as required. 

Responsibilities of the role will evolve during the lifespan of the 2023 UCI Cycling World 

Championships, and it is likely that the role profile will evolve with the changing needs of 

the -organisation. 

 



WHAT YOU MUST HAVE  

The successful candidate will have a proven background in Sustainability along with experience in 
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion.  An understanding of cycling, major events and/or physical activity 
would be advantageous. 
 
 
Experience, knowledge and skills: 

In order to be considered you will need to demonstrate the following:  
 
 
Experience  
 

• Relevant qualification and/or professional experience gained from working on large 
scale projects in an equivalent role. 

• Substantial experience and proven track record of having worked across policy areas 
related to sport/culture in major events.  

• Experience of working within multiple stakeholder environment including facilitating, 
influencing and negotiating.  

• Experience of committee/group working and ideally within an event operational 
delivery environment working with multiple partners and supply chain contractors. 
 

Knowledge  

• A good understanding of procedures required for Sustainable Event Management system 
conforming to ISO 20121:2012 standard.  

• Knowledge of the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals  

• Awareness or current legislation in relation to EDI such as the Equalities Act and 
requirements for public events. 

• An understanding of Public Procurement procedures 

• Practical project experience related to co-ordinating and gathering data on areas such as 
carbon measurement, environmental impacts, EDI or related areas. 

• Knowledge and understanding of events industry, ideally within major sport and / or 
cultural events.  

• Understanding of Scotland’s Net Zero and Equality related policy frameworks and 
legislative processes. 

 
 
Skills  

• Proven project co-ordination or project management methods working in events with multi-

stakeholders.  

• Excellent interpersonal and communication skills including the ability to manage multiple 

stakeholder relationships. 

• Ability to present information concisely across a wide spectrum of internal and external 

stakeholders. 

• Ability to multi-task and manage workload effectively working across multiple projects and 

venues with delivery partners and supply chain.   

• Ability to quickly acquire, assimilate and demonstrate knowledge on unfamiliar subjects. 

• Familiarity with a range of policy implementation and data gathering approaches (including 

qualitative and quantitative) and utilising insight to evidence policy impacts.  

• Competent IT skills (Microsoft Office). 

 
 
 
 
 
 



COMPETENCIES: 
 

▪ Concern for quality: The underlying drive to ensure that quality is not compromised within 

the working environment. The identification and maintenance of standards to meet the 

needs of the business, together with a desire for accuracy in the workplace.  

▪ Drive for results:  The energy to achieve results and take action to exceed goals and 

expectations.  This includes striving for continuous improvement, taking calculated risks to 

actively pursue opportunities to make services and work practices more efficient and 

effective. 

▪ Flexibility and change: The ability to adapt and respond positively to a variety of situations 

and people in order to meet changing priorities in the role and in the organisation as a 

whole. It involves changing quickly to new priorities and ways of working, maintaining 

effectiveness in order to deliver the desired result. 

▪ Focus on service: The desire to anticipate, meet and exceed the needs and expectations 

of customers. This implies working together and building long-term customer relationships 

and focusing one’s efforts on delivering increased customer value. A customer may be 

internal or external. 

▪ Impact and influence: The ability to convince, persuade, influence or impress others 

toward a point of view. It is about working collaboratively with others to gain agreement to 

a course of action, idea or future vision.  

 

 

 

REPORTING STRUCTURE  

Company Overview 

 


